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eProcessing Network Launches ePNMobile Pro – the Best-in-Class Mobile Card Reader
Bringing a Cost-Effective and Enhanced Security Device to the Small and Mid-Sized Mobile Merchant.

HOUSTON, TX, February 28, 2012— Over a decade ago, eProcessing Network, LLC, (www.eprocessingnetwork.com)
the leading independent payment gateway and software development company in the Electronic Payment Processing
Industry, was among the first to bring wireless mobile transaction processing to the market. Today, eProcessing Network
continues the tradition by providing yet another leading-edge processing solution for the latest in smart phone
technologies to small and mid-sized merchants. The new ePNMobile Pro Encrypted Audio Jack Reader allows merchants
to use their own mobile device, from Apple to Android and Tablets, and securely process any form of accepted electronic
payment from virtually any location. ePN’s mobile device offers superior MagStripe reading performance through bidirectional card swiping capabilities, allowing merchants to qualify for swiped rates and lower their costs. Combining the
mobility of ePNMobile Pro with the enhanced features of the ePN Gateway and easy-to-download Mobile Apps,
merchants can easily step out of their brick and mortar environments and enter the mobile arena with the strength and
security of the ePN Gateway and the technology they trust.
“The ePNMobile Pro device is just the latest way that eProcessing Network demonstrates their commitment to bring the
small to mid-sized merchant the latest technologies to help them succeed in today’s market,” says Steven Sotis, President
of eProcessing Network. “By making technology affordable and easy to use, the merchant can focus on earning their share
of the market.”
Adds Bruce Shirey of Business Development, “As long as MagStripe cards remain mainstream, encrypted MagStripe data
is the future of cardholder data security. Merchants continue to rely on ePN to offer best in class products and services
that not only minimize their risk for fraud in today’s environment, but offer forward-thinking solutions that future proof
them for the security measures of tomorrow.”

About eProcessing Network, LLC
eProcessing Network (ePN) is a software development company specializing in secure, real-time transaction processing
services, solutions and support for all small to mid-sized merchants. The eProcessing Network Payment Gateway
processes transactions using each merchant’s own merchant account. Headquartered in Houston, Texas, ePN is certified to
process a comprehensive suite of electronic payment transactions through all major credit card, check/ACH and gift
card/loyalty processors, and sells its services and products exclusively through the ISO sales channel. eProcessing
Network is a registered Visa USA® Third-Party Service Provider and is compliant with PCI and PA-DSS Data Security
Standards. For more information, visit www.eprocessingnetwork.com .
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